Version and Deployment Management for Qlik Sense

The Version Manager for Qlik Sense (VM4QS) product ensures your Qlik Sense Application (QVF) versions, Script and assets are managed across all your deployment environments. VM4QS is fully integrated with the Qlik Sense API’s to enable version management and deployments directly to your Qlik Sense Server(s) and Streams.

The database repository based VM4QS manages four quadrants

**Users**
The VM Control Centre provides multi-level authentication, user security and rights management. User and User groups can be set up to access control centre enabling version of applications and further project level security and rights distribution.

**Source Control**
Source control on your Qlik Sense Applications is performed through a multi-level scanning process that extracts all scripts. This allows the user to do cross application version comparisons and review all historical script changes as changed by developers.

**Versions**
Versions on applications are automatically assigned and updated as the applications are checked out of the repository and into the repository.

**Deployments**
Deploy applications to multiple environments and streams at once or schedule a batch deployment of assets across environments.
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